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Right to Information legislation in Sri Lanka has opened up opportunities for transparency in the public
sector but it has also exposed weaknesses in data management and administrative processes in state
institutions.
Government institutions have been polite and prompt in their responses to RTI requests, but the quality
of the data provided is sub-optimal. Despite their best efforts, more often than not, the data are
provided in unusable formats, such as PDF files or as collections
of spreadsheets which requires hours and hours of cleaning and
RECOMMENDATIONS
aggregating. Electoral and related data are highlighted here to
illustrate the problem because of the saliency of electoral data.
1. Verify
and
upload
all
structured datasets on past
elections of Sri Lanka on
Recent Local government elections mark a milestone in
data.gov.lk, beginning with
elections in Sri Lanka because elections were based on a Mixedthe latest available, using the
Member Proportional Representation method where 60% of the
assistance of civil society
Members are elected to represent Constituencies and 40% are
organizations, as needed
returned as Additional Members from Party Lists. The Additional
2.
Establish a seamless digital
forty-percent is returned such that the proportionality of
data entry and report
representation by political Parties is maintained more or less.
generation process for all
elections to avoid expensive
One of the advantages of the new method is the availability of a
and time-consuming
postCouncil Member who is accountable at a constituency level at
hoc digitization.
the rate of about 4000 people per Councilor, on average.
3. Develop an instructional video
Unfortunately, information about the candidates was not
using examples cited here and
available to the voters during elections, and the names of the
more to educate government
winners and their contact information is not available to the
officers about maintaining
general public in an accessible manner after the election.
structured
datasets
and
producing reports from them
The Colombo Municipal Council (CMC), for example, responded
as needed.
to an RTI request on behalf of a citizen group for contact
4. Educate political parties, State
information of Councilors by faxing a Gazette notification listing
and Local bodies, civil society
organizations and citizens
the names of its 119 Councilors and another PDF document
about the access to and the
giving their contact information. The civic group had to retype
use of open electoral data
the information as one document for sharing among its
Members. It is very likely that different departments in the CMC
too have to seek and type up the same information every time
they need it. If a list of councilors and their contact information was published on the web site of the
CMC soon after the election, much time and effort could have been saved for the CMC staff as well
external stakeholders. As of now, the only place for CMC Councilor information is the civil society Web
site - https://colomboourcitylk.wordpress.com/council/.
CMC’s job could have been much easier if the Election Commission of Sri Lanka (ECSL), which is the
organization that is mandated to collects information on candidates and announce the winners,
published the list of candidates as the nominations were accepted, and the list of winners as soon as
they were declared elected. In the past local government election of 2018, the voters did not receive

information about the candidates contesting until they visited the polling station on the election day of
February 10, 2018. The names of the winners were published by Government Gazette on March 16,
2018. A Gazette notification is not necessarily a mode of communication, but a legal requirement. The
paper work for the ECSL increased no doubt because the number of polling divisions under a new Mixed
Member Proportional method increased vastly. Digitization of the processes is the only way to handle
this kind expansion.
Results of the elections too are released as separate PDF files by each ward and each local authority.
When requested for electronic versions, it was revealed that data are entered by ECSL into Excel
worksheets, with one worksheet devoted to each Ward. Highlighting of cells or numbers and merging of
cells is used liberally to make individual Tables visually appealing but useless for aggregating, sorting and
using these tables for further analysis. Obviously, the ECSL has spent much time and effort to key in the
data received from its network of polling stations, but the data is of no use to anybody except for those
with an interest in a particular polling station and how people voted in each.
In contrast, In India, the name of each candidate is made available online prior to each election. Further,
each name is linked to a scanned affidavit which contains biographical, educational information as well
the criminal, if any, and the income and assets owned by each candidate (http://affidavitarchive.nic.in/).
The same Web page is used to filter out winners with the click of a button (Error! Reference source not
found.). Civic groups and think tanks use this information to provide more value added services to
citizens. For example National Election Watch of India converts the affidavits posted by the Election
Commission of India (ECI) to provide structured datasets and analyses of the candidate data in more
user friendly formats through the http://www.myneta.info/ Web site.
Further, after each election, the Election Commission of India releases the results also as structured
datasets by State, Electoral Constituency and Party (Appendix 2). The Trivedi Center of Ashoka
University, for example, aggregates the basic datasets that are made public by the ECI to produce
further analyses.
The sort of openness maintained by India can be replicated if an online form for submitting nominations
is used to receive nominations elections in Sri Lanka, making it is possible to post candidate data on the
Internet as soon as each nomination is verified and accepted. Paper copies of the nomination papers can
be printed out and signatures obtained for legal purposes.
The Election Commission of Sri Lanka is much respected for its integrity in conducting elections, but
missing is the efficiency and openness which is achievable through digitization. The Commission should
be given all assistance to digitize its processes. Past data can be made available by reaching out to civil
society groups who have already digitized past data as structured datasets. For example, LIRNEasia has
digitized data for elections from 1970 to date. Digitization of 2018 local election results is in progress (
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Appendix 3). That data need to be verified by the Election Commission using the Pivot Table facility
available on MS Excel, or other method, and uploaded on the commission Web site and/or data.gov.lk.
Data on delimitation is another type of data that can and should be made openly available (See
LIRNEasia Policy Brief #2). Civil society should be made aware of the availability of these electoral data.
Opening of electoral data can be used also as a case study to educate government agencies about the
importance of using appropriate modes of digital data entry in all their processes for generating
electronic reports more easily and making them available to the public.
Appendix 1.

Candidate and/or Winner information provided by Election Commission of India
Source: http://affidavitarchive.nic.in/FrmElectionAffidavit.aspx

Nagaland State elections, 2014

Appendix 2

Election Results as reported by Election Commission of India

Votes polled for 2016 State Assembly of Assam, by Constituency and Candidate

Appendix 3

Structured datasets and reports compiled by LIRNEasia

(a) 2018 local election results for the Moneragala district

(b) Reports generated from a structured dataset for the Moneragala District
Summary by Ward level

Summary by LGA level

